We offer a half-day session of Mentored Qualitative Analysis to participants registered in the 2-day workshop on Qualitative Data Analysis* as an optional, hands-on, mentored session. You will bring your own data, work on analytic tasks and receive expert guidance on data analysis specific to your individual project.

The session will enable you to apply the analytic skills gained during the workshop to your own data analysis while receiving expert mentoring specific to your project’s needs. We will liaise with you prior to the session to identify core areas of desired assistance, and will work with you individually or in small groups on the analytic tasks most relevant to your project.

This session is most suitable for those currently working on a project and ready to plan data analysis or conducting analysis and need further guidance. This session is subject to a minimum number of participants.

We tailor the session to the expressed needs of participants. You may request mentoring in any of the following areas or request other areas that would most benefit your project:

Preparing Your Data for Analysis
- Preparing your data
- Setting up your project in software
- Organizing your data in software

Selecting Your Analytic Approach
- Selecting an analytic approach
- Combining analytic approaches
- Approaches for mixed methods analysis

Using Analytic Tasks in Your Data
- Developing an analysis plan
- Analytic reading of your data
- Developing your codebook
- Coding strategies and team coding
- Analytic strategies for your data
- Using description and comparison
- Reviewing your search output
- Hands-on tasks with software

Presenting Your Findings
- Synthesizing your search results
- Presenting your findings

For More Information
Khaleelah Muwwakkil
kmuwwak@emory.edu
404-7273152

To Register
Visit http://tinyurl.com/rsph-qr
Registration Fee $130
Registration deadline: 1 week before workshop date

* Or with instructor approval, contact mhennin@emory.edu for enquiries.